To our graduates, families and friends,

On behalf of our community of educators, I am pleased to welcome you to PennWest California’s Spring 2023 Commencement.

Whether you are here to receive a degree or watch a loved one walk across the stage, you can be proud of what our graduates have accomplished. Earning a college degree is a significant achievement, and the Class of 2023 has pursued that goal with spirit and determination.

Today our graduates join an alumni network that is 188,000 strong. Members of the PennWest Alumni Association have many opportunities to stay connected to their university, their campus, and this nationwide network of accomplished and caring individuals. I encourage our newest alumni to keep in touch – as proud Vulcans, you are always welcome at PennWest.

Thank you for joining us today as we honor – and applaud! – the PennWest Class of 2023.

Yours,

R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.
Acting President
Pennsylvania Western University
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Our Mission

Pennsylvania Western University

Pennsylvania Western University empowers students to build meaningful lives through a broad array of nationally accredited undergraduate and graduate programs, career-focused learning and an unwavering focus on student success. A regional comprehensive university, PennWest provides accessible, high value higher education on its three premier residential campuses in western Pennsylvania and its virtual campus.

The University History

Three Legendary Institutions. One Promising Future.

PennWest may be a new name, but its history spans nearly 165 years of tradition and academic excellence. Formed by the integration of California, Clarion and Edinboro universities, PennWest is a model for future success. It’s building on the strengths of each university in order to offer every student a richer experience, while holding down the cost of education.

Three brick-and-mortar campuses welcome residential as well as commuter students, and its online offering allows you to choose the academic and personal options that suit you best. Students have access to more courses, more faculty and more learning opportunities than ever before, including the in-person classes and hands-on learning that have always been a part of California, Clarion and Edinboro.

Our plans for the future are as bold and bright as the students we serve.
2023 Spring Commencement

PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY
Saturday, May 6, 2023, at 10 am and 2 pm

PROCessional

Yana Tyulkova, D.M.A.

Convocation

Thomas Wickham, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, College of Natural Sciences & Engineering Technology

The Star Spangled Banner

Francis Scott Key

PennWest University Choir
Directed by Dr. Yugo Ikach

Welcome

Thomas Wickham, Ph.D.

Greeting from the Office of the Chancellor

Donna Wilson, Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer

Greeting on Behalf of the President

Brenda Fredette, Ph.D.
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Trustee Greeting

Larry Maggi (10 am)
Barry Niccolai (2 pm)
PennWest Council of Trustees

Student Speaker

Alyssa Lambert-Alonso (10 am)
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice and Bachelor of Science in Psychology
Kristen Hartz (2 pm)
Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics

“Celebration”

Written by KC and the Sunshine Band
Arrangement by Russ Shively

PennWest University Choir
Directed by Dr. Yugo Ikach

Presentation of Honorary Doctorate

Gail Arthur Lese
Accepting on her behalf, Dr. Alexander Lese ‘61 (2 pm)
Doctor of Humane Letters

Presentation of Candidates

Thomas Wickham, Ph.D.

Conferring of Degrees

Brenda Fredette, Ph.D.

Alumni Greeting

A. Tereasa Rerko ‘79, ‘20
Vice President, Alumni Association Board of Directors

Alma Mater

PennWest University Choir
Directed by Dr. Yugo Ikach

Recessional

Yana Tyulkova, D.M.A.
R. LORRAINE BERNOTSKY, D.PHIL.

Acting President, Pennsylvania Western University

As PennWest’s acting president, Bernotsky leads the second-largest public university in western Pennsylvania, with campuses at California, Clarion and Edinboro, Pa.

Through the chancellor, she reports to the Board of Governors for Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education. Under Board policy, her recommendations in key areas are reviewed and approved by the Council of Trustees.

Before her presidential appointment on March 1, 2023, Bernotsky served PennWest as executive vice president and chief operating officer. Then, as now, she focused on academic and operational excellence, strategic enrollment management, and long-term plans for the university’s future.

Bernotsky is on loan to PennWest from West Chester University, where she has been executive vice president and provost since 2017. In this role she led the Academic Affairs division and provided leadership in budgeting and labor relations. She also has extensive experience in undergraduate and graduate admissions, enrollment management, financial aid, student support services, curriculum development, program review and assessment.

Bernotsky holds both a master’s degree and a doctorate in politics from the University of Oxford and a master’s degree in sociology from Temple University.
GAIL ARTYTH GEORGE LENSE
Honorary Degree

Gail Artyth George Lese ’61, ’83 will be recognized for her remarkable dedication to PennWest California – and her legacy of service to the university community – with an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters.

Lese, who passed away in October 2020, enrolled in California State College as a mathematics major and a physics minor. She went to school year-round and graduated in three years in 1961.

After graduating with her bachelor’s degree, Lese accepted a position as a math teacher at her alma mater, Bentleyville High School, and she married California graduate Dr. Alexander Lese, ’61, in 1963.

In 1977, the Leses moved to Bethel Park and opened a dental practice in Brentwood with Gail becoming the manager and accountant. Also in 1977, Gail became active with the Alumni Association at California University of Pennsylvania, eventually becoming chairperson for more than five years.

Due to Gail’s loyal service to the Alumni Association, Lese was the recipient of the John R. Gregg and Dixonians awards.

Lese served as a university trustee for more than 14 years, chairing the fundraising drive in 1985 that represented the funding basis for the formation of the Foundation for California University of Pennsylvania.

Due to Lese’s philanthropy, the Heritage Lounge in the Natali Student Center was renamed the Gail Artyth George Lese Heritage Lounge, with a portrait of her hanging in the entry.
THE CEREMONIAL MACE

Vulcan, the Greek god of fire and metalworking, lifts a hammer high over his head, preparing to strike an anvil which is draped with a triangle inscribed with the words “education, research and service.” He holds the triangle in place with tongs; his face fierce with determination, he kneels at the forge. Captured forever in the act of creation, this Vulcan is memorialized on the University Mace created by artist Thomas Shimrock of Grantsville, Maryland. His interpretation of the California mascot, cast from six pounds of silver, sits proudly on the top of a 52-inch-high wooden mace that made its debut at California University’s 147th commencement.

Mr. Shimrock was commissioned to design and create the mace, a display cabinet and a carrying case by the Foundation for California University. Crafted from bubinga wood, it holds the mace upright within its circular confines. Three graceful bubinga supports, stretching upward from delicately carved ebony ovals, each topped with a different hand-cast silver finial, cradle the circular cabinet body, made up of two curved glass windows and a curved ebonized anegre wood door set in a bubinga wood frame. The carrying case is made from quarter-cut sycamore lined with velvet.

The University Mace, carried by a senior faculty member in all formal academic processions, is on permanent display in the lobby of the Louis L. Manderino Library.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The academic attire worn at American college exercises today dates back in its essential features to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools. Students and faculty wore clerical garb, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of their day.

The head-covering of the academic costume developed out of the skull cap worn by the clergy in cold weather. In the universities, this skull cap acquired a point on top which gradually evolved into a tassel. In this country, it has been replaced by the familiar mortar-board, which still retains the medieval tassel.

The hood was originally worn over the head, and otherwise dropped onto the shoulders, like a cowl. Today, each college has its distinctively colored hood-lining, by which its graduates may be recognized in academic colors listed on the next page.

GOWNS
The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves, with no trimming and is worn closed. The gown for the master's degree has oblong sleeves, open at the wrist, with the rear part of its oblong sleeve square cut and is worn open or closed. The gown for the doctorate degree has bell-shaped sleeves and is faced down the front with velvet and three bars across the sleeves. The facing and crossbars of velvet may be of the color distinctive of the field to which the degree pertains.

HOODS
The length of the hood worn for the master's degree is three and one-half feet, and for the doctoral degree four feet. The linings of the hood represent the official color of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the hood is three inches and five inches for the master's and doctoral degrees, respectively. The color is distinctive of the degree held by the wearer.

CAPS
The cap or mortarboard has a tassel fastened to the middle of the cap, and wearing over the left side indicates the completion of a degree. The doctoral cap is indicated by a tassel of gold thread.
COLORS DISTINCTIVE OF THE DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONS

Only a single degree from a single institution should ever be indicated by a single garment. For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors’ gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

- Agriculture – Maize
- Architecture/Planning – Blue
- Arts, Letters, and Humanities – White
- Business – Drab
- Criminal Justice – Midnight Blue
- Chiropractic – Silver
- Dentistry – Lilac
- Economics – Copper
- Education – Light Blue
- Engineering – Orange
- Fine Arts – Brown
- Foreign Affairs – Aquamarine
- Forestry – Russet
- Journalism – Crimson
- Law – Purple
- Library Science – Lemon
- Medicine – Green
- Music – Pink
- Nursing – Apricot
- Oratory – Silver Gray
- Pharmacy – Olive Green
- Philosophy – Dark Blue
- Physical Education – Sage Green
- Psychology – Antique Gold
- Public Administration – Peacock Blue
- Public Health – Salmon Pink
- Science – Golden Yellow
- Social Work/Social Science – Citron
- Theology – Scarlet
- Veterans – Red, White and Blue
- Veterinary Science – Gray

HONORS DESIGNATIONS

Summa Cum Laude – Gold Stoles
Magna Cum Laude – White Stoles
Cum Laude – Red Stoles
Associate Degree with Distinction — White Cords
Pennsylvania Western University Honors Program – Gold Cords

PHILANTHROPY RECOGNITION

PennWest Advancement recognizes students who demonstrate their generosity and commitment to their alma mater as they transition from student to engaged alumni. To earn this red tassel and/or red or white cord, students must participate in their first alumni event by making a gift through the PennWest California Gift Drive. The tassel and cord symbolize the important role that our alumni serve in strengthening the university.

PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM

Taylor Nicole Barr
Nicholas H. Bulik
Sarah Elizabeth Camp
Theodore M. Crescenzi
Brooke L. Duda
Jenna Rose Eberly
Olivia Isabella Galarza
Christopher John Paul Girardi
Chelsea R. Howard
Adela Rosalyn Howsare-Palacios
Kerry Ann Katz
Nathan Kieffer
Alyssa Josephine Denise Lambert-Alonso
Devon Leigh Latchum
Taylor Renee Maggert
Ian Anthony Materkowski

Makayla Fawn Munchinski
Madison Murphy
Jenna M. Stefanyszyn
Madison Paige Tosi
Harleigh Brianne Wiesenbach
Tatyana Danielle Young
HONORS

The following degree candidates have earned at least 30 credits as undergraduate students of PennWest University and have attained the following cumulative averages: summa cum laude, 3.8 to 4.0; magna cum laude, 3.6 to 3.79; and cum laude, 3.4 to 3.59. Associate degree candidates graduating With Distinction have earned at least 15 credits as undergraduate students of PennWest University and have attained a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.40.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Joshua M. Alexander
Haley Nicole Allen
Christopher Michael Alpi
Mason Leigh Anderson
Justina M. Arena
Natalie Elise Arnold
Rachel Christy Arvelo
Calista Ann Baluch
Avrey Renee Barnes
Taylor Nicole Barr
Riley A. Bell
Abigail E. Bender
Andrew Dean Bissell
Josie Louise Bittner
Joshua R. Bogdan
Ryan J. Bompiani
Stephen E. Bond
Kristen Rady Bondi
Skyla Catherine Bradshaw
Rebecca Lynn Briggs
Julie Dolinda Brooks
Alexandra M. Brooks
Kate Noelle Brown
Emily Ann Brown
Kailee Farr Bunyard
Elizabeth Lynn Burgess
Kaylin Reed Burkey
Sarah Elizabeth Camp
Rylie Elizabeth Campbell
Jacob A. Campbell
Victoria Caley Carnes
Khalil Jamilah Glendening
Melissa Lynn Colchagie
Nicole Renee Coldren
Cameron Cruse

Juliana Lynne Cruz
Jasmine Lynette Davis
Ronald Michael DeLouis
Danka DiMichele
Simone Karissa Dobosh
Kayla Michelle Dohrmann
Skylar Lynne Domonkos
Alexandra K. Dorcon
Evan Nicholas Dreucci
Jenna Rose Eberly
Bradford Ross Fenell
Bruce Allen Fenell
Ciera Jade Flickinger
Anna Corinne Gamboa
Angela R. Gasper
Riley Elizabeth Gloeckler
Mikayla Sue Golden
Caile Greco
David A. Guest
Kristen Marie Hartz
Kimberly Elizabeth Hay
Halle R. Herrington
James David Heyl
Kira Grace Hillhouse
Scott C. Holbert
Anna Lucy Howard
Chelsea R. Howard
Rebecca May Hristov
Zachary Glenn Hursh
Emma Elizabeth Thorpe Jones
Kerry Ann Katz
Noah William Kendall
Samantha Jo Kerr
Maliha Noor Khan
Sara Khan
Delana Marie Kirwan
Amy Kisner
Jenna Lorraine Kline
Alyssa Josephine Denise Lambert-Alonso
Devon Leigh Latchum
Anastasia Bianca Lestina
James Marion Lilly
Peter Everett Livengood
Hailey Marie Lucas
Taylor Renee Maggett
Makenna Lyn Marino
Danielle Rae Markham
Katlyn Elizabeth Massey
Ian Anthony Materkowski
Abigail Elizabeth McComb
Annamarie McDowell
Michael Paul McElhenny
Katie Bre McGough
Ray McIntosh
Hannah Elizabeth McIntosh
Jacqueline Anne McKenna
Michael McKitrick
Mark A. Meil
Noah A. Meyers
Gabriel Dominic Miller
Steven George Mitchell
David Mitchell Mock
AbdulAtheem Muhammad
Mujahid
Makayla Fawn Munchinski
Madison Murphy
Daniel Nash
Mustafa A. Noori
Kobe James Norfleet
Destinie JoEllen Olesko
George A. Pappas
Anthony Parasiliti
Andrew Jason Pargan
Hayley Gabrielle Pauvlinch
Nathanael Lawrence Pecor
Brandon Jerome Petersen
Anissa Polega
Sarah Elizabeth Ponce
Dagny Porter
Noah Davidson Proctor
Alex M. Ray
Michael John Reidenbaugh
Kevin Robert Reisch
Kristin Ann Rhodes
Nicholas Earl Roberts
Selene Saliba
Miranda Elisabeth Sanchez Frank
Dalton Sanford
Jennifer Sayre
Dylan Douglas Seaman
Alexis Brooke Shippey
Brody O’neill Simmons
Megan Skarns
Tucker Matthew Skerbetz
David Spencer Spindel
Benjamin J. Spitz
Rachel Sophia Staley
Jenna Marie Stefanyszyn
Megan Elizabeth Sterner
Jael Stetzik
Taylor Ann Stinebiser
Rebecca Grace Stonko
Daniel Barrett Sturchak
Jonahs George Gichner Svenson
Samantha E. Taylor

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Erica Faye Armel
Udhay Singh Bal
Amy S. Bastin
Alexa M. Baum
Jordan McKenzie Benka
Evan Leon Blunkosky
Floyd Henry Brinkley
William Arthur Brown III
Madilyn Grace Bryner
Kolin Brent Buckley
Nicholas H. Bulik
Ryan James Burbank
Michaela Rae Burke
Ashley Marie Caccese
Benjamin Caldwell Jr.
Benjamin Joel Callaway
Jadon Isaac Carlson
Christian Lee Carter
Jessica Anne Clark
Demarius Orlando Cobb
Tristen Leah Conaway
Filipe De Souza Conceicao

Nicholas Cuda Kobulnicky
Alex Matthew Koenigsberg
Sanatan Lamichhane
Rebecca Lynch Laverty
Sarah Lebo
Wren Anastasia Melonja
Claire Constance Mercurio
Shannon Leigh Milius
Ethan James Moyer
Anthony David Picozzi
Cassandra Renee Raley
Emilia Rebecca Ramos
Alana Rose Robinson
Colby James Rockacy
Angelo Anselmo Rotellini
Betty Nicole Savage
Grace Scales
Michael Alexander Schaal
Robert Lee Schnader
Matthew Sam Seibel
Haley Elizabeth Simmonds
Christopher Robert Straka
Madison Elizabeth Tournay  
Jacob Richard Treichler  
Heather B. Troisi  
Isabella Van De Ryt  
Andrea Vergnaud  
Laura Grace Wainer  
Brenden Edward Wiatrak  
Ivette Feliciano Wise  
Wade Jameson Wolfgang  
Dalton Spencer Yourich

**CUM LAUDE**

Avery J. Abersold  
Stephanie Nicole Baer  
Sarah Bashar  
Emily Paige Bednar  
Alexia Rachel Bigenho  
Michael Ray Black  
Brian R. Bober Jr.  
Haden Charles Boutiller  
Zachary Thomas Buch  
Avery Morgan Burt  
Kaelyn Elizabeth Buskey  
Linden Reid Carbaugh  
Mackenzie Marie Carson  
Amanda Caruso  
Lenore Elizabeth Clawson  
Jack Cameron Colecki  
Jennifer Edith Pearl Condon  
Mallory Cook  
Gabrielle Alyssa Crawford  
Theodore M. Crescenzi  
Alexis Leigh Cunningham  
Ethan J. Davis  
Shane D. Deacon  
Kiersten Nicole Dennison  
Nicholas DiGiorgio  
Daniel Christopher Dougherty  
Brooke L. Duda  
Alyssa Iyonna Emerson  
Morgan Rae Faller  
McKenzie Rae Faure  
Kyleigh Madison Felio  
Kira Hanyi Figgins  
Mijoia Faith Finley  
Ryan Tomas Frankenberry  
Dillon J. Fuller  
Delaney Madison Girvin  
Tracy Diane Stringer Glover  
Garrett Michael Grimaldi  
Lisa Marea Grudowski  
Bimala Gurung  
Kimberly Grace Hanlon  
Chloe Mackanzie Hansen  
Maxwell Francis Henney  
Maxwell Nicholas Herko  
Jordan Elizabeth Himes  
Luke S. Hitchen  
Eva Josephine Hoetzlein-Sirman  
Seth Anthony Hofecker  
Justin Ryan Holcombe  
Christopher J. Hooten  
Nehemiah D. Jackson  
Ana’Ya Al’Zanae Jones  
Seth Alan Jurczak  
Lucas Martin Kaufman  
Ryleigh Ann Kicielinski  
Jacob Dean Knutelsky  
Morgan Kathleen Kulha  
Simon Ferris Kusniar  
Christina Marie Laccock  
Teressa Lee LaFollette  
Jesse Elmer Lall  
Jaylese Marie Lombardi  
Olaine Lopez  
Haley Nicole Lyons  
Madison T. MacCleary  
Christina Chauniece Machi  
Cole Keegan McGlumphy  
Josalyn Maree Miller  
Madeline Pearl Minsinger  
Sylvia Habegger Morton  
Peyton Charles Mough  
Ashley Dawn Nyman  
Temidayo Olusola Olujuyigbe  
Natalie L. Palfrey  
Demetrious Peoples Jr.  
Anne Margaret Perunko  
Riley Peters  
Alec Joshua Petika  
Domenica Jo Phillips  
Samantha Lee Phillips  
Anthony R. Pierce  
Zackary L. Pilarski  
Roth Rainer Quednau  
Madison Denae Raviart  
Abigail Nichole Raymond  
Nathan Stephen Renz  
David Allison Repine  
Micaela Abrianna Ricco  
Zachary Dominic Rice  
Ashley Nicole Richard  
Camden Curtis Ritter  
Kaitlyn Rae Schultz  
Mario Sciacca  
Dominique Jordann Scott  
Emaleigh Ann Scott  
Kitana L. Seals  
Nicolas Rafaelle Serafino  
Ryan Shaner  
Anna Grace Sibert  
Brianna L. Skalican  
Chloe Maria Skerkoski  
Megan Elizabeth Smerdel  
Erica Nicole Stanko  
Nathan E. Statler  
Alana Rene Steinmetz  
Daniel Patrick Stimson  
Kain Michael Stone  
Quintasia X. Streeter
Aaron William Sukitch
Jordan Nichole Szedon
Vincenzo Michael Teahan
Thomas Michael Terhune
Naomi C. Terrell
Tamiya Nicole Thomas
Samantha Leann Thompson
Cierra Tibbs
Megan Victoria Tipton
Parker Michael Trempus
Scott Allen Trunzo Jr.
Jessica Dawn Viszneki
Brian Wells
Layla Alexis Welsch
Mazie Rose Willard
Ian Christopher Williams
Mason Lee Williams
Taliyah Rose Willis
Charles James Wright
Dawson John Wright
Morgan Marie Yocabet
Tatyana Danielle Young
Ethan Marec Zabelsky
Kevin B. Zarrin-Kelkys
Christopher Michael Zebley
Ashley Elizabeth Zosky

ASSOCIATE DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION

Bryanna Nichol Bakos
Cayla Boller
Dylan Michael Borne
Adam Robert Borsodi
William Arthur Brown III
Kelsie Lavonne Butler
Kayla Lynn Davies
Sydney Rae Frankert
Jessica Alexandra Guerrieri
Ronald Wayne Holma
Eric James Hovis
Allison Michelle Kinzer
Alexa Rae Kozel
Tyler Sharvin Kuhn
Jill Ann Lanxner
Berra Renee Larkin
Kaitlyn Faith Lusk
Madison Nicole Mikesic
Mary Catherine Nagy
Kristen Nicole Petrucci
Karissa Noel Reichard
Lindsey Renee Rhoads
Chelsye Danielle Rose
Daneasha Josephine Talbot
Audra Renee Thompson
Taryn LynAnne Ward
Ian J. Zimmerman
GRADUATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chad James Jeansonne
The Use of Computer Voice Stress Analysis in the Investigation of Criminal Offenses
Dr. John Cencich

Jessica L. Riendeau
Improving Officer Resiliency and Reducing Excessive Use of Force Through Stress Mitigation Training in Law Enforcement
Dr. Christopher Wydra

Karri Bonner Verno
Abolishing Prisons: Replacing Punitive Incarceration with Humane Treatment as a Means of Reducing Recidivism
Dr. Mathilda Spencer

Lisa Risinger Williamson
Trauma and Juvenile Justice: A Practitioner’s Guide to Best Practices for Working with Trauma Exposed Youth
Dr. Mathilda Spencer

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Brandon Terrell Carter +
The Impact of Supervisory Turnover on Organizational Climate
Dr. Mary A. Wolf

Nicole Lynn Dice +
Teacher Perceptions and Impacts of Implementing a Learner-Centered Approach in English Language Arts for K-5 Elementary Students
Dr. Todd Keruskin

Gregory Alan Ferencak +
Measuring the Perceptions of the Superintendent Evaluation from the Core Values of the Superintendent, Board President, and School Community
Dr. Mary A. Wolf

# Students who completed degree requirements during Summer 2022.
~ Students who completed degree requirements during Fall 2022.
^ Students who completed degree requirements during Winter 2022.
+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2023.
Jennifer A. Galdon +
Core Practices in the Instruction of Foundational Reading Skills in Primary Grades (K-2) in the Dover Area School District
Dr. David Foley

Katherine Inez Guyer +
Core Practices in the Instruction of Foundational Reading Skills in Primary Grades (K-2)
Dr. David Foley

Rebecca Marie Henderson +
Understanding the Impact of Culturally Responsive Instructional Materials on Middle School Students' Math Achievement Scores in Westmoreland County
Dr. J. Kevin Lordon

Jason C. Lilly +
Closing the Gender Gap in High School Computer Science Course Enrollment
Dr. Peter Aiken

Lance Casey Long +
Perceptions of the Agriculture and Horticulture Career and Technical Education (CTE) Programs within the Derry Area School District
Dr. Mary A. Wolf

Richard Edward Lucas +
Staff Perceptions of MTSS Implementations in an Elementary School: A Qualitative Study of How PSSA Grade Level Teachers Perceive the Implementation Year of an Academic MTSS Program in an Elementary School
Dr. Todd Keruskin

Aubrey Rose Ploesch +
Teacher Observation and Practice: Exploring Perceptions of Practice Among Non-Tenured Teachers and Their Principals
Dr. J. Kevin Lordon

Dana Lynne Simile +
Teacher Perceptions of District Organizational Socialization Processes in One Suburban School District

Tracy Elizabeth Smith +
Impact of Elementary Literacy on High School Learning Outcomes

Thomas Kenyon Washington +
Parent’s Perceptions of Barriers that Hinder Engagement of Disenfranchised Parents of Second District Elementary School in Crawford Central School District
Dr. Mary A. Wolf

Chester Brian Welc +
Doctoral Research Capstone Project: Perceptions of the Effectiveness of New Teacher Induction Programs

Eric M. Wilson +
A Mixed Methods Study of Professional Learning in Teaching Elementary Mathematics and the Effects on Student Mastery of Academic Standards
Dr. Peter Aiken

DOCTOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE

Tina L. Brown
Reduce Health Disparities in Minorities Using Exercise
Dr. Marc Federico

Jody Lynn Garlick +
Improving Digestive Health through Evidence-Based Holistic Interventions
Dr. Marc Federico

Kristen Courtney Hamm +
The Causes and Risk Factors of Childhood Obesity
Dr. Marc Federico

Jeffrey Edward Kreil
Physical Activity to Improve Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder Symptoms in Youth
Dr. Marc Federico

MASTER OF ARTS

Eman J. Abdullah

Itidal Mohmad Abedalrazeq +
Louay AlNazer +
Majdulin Hasan Wshah
Amal Ali Mostafa Bani Yassin
Erica J. Bauman
Anna Elise Bishop +
Nourddine Boufekrane
Jose Antonio DeLosSantos
Brittany Leigh Droppa +
Basima Kalyana Duhoki
Majid Mayad Edam
Emily Jo Evanchak
Japree Danyai Fordham +
Nicole Maria Gagliardi
Allison Mary Gergenti
Bridget Rose Hockenbroch
Yasmine Karam
Mona Kamal Khatib
Stephanie Anne Leydig
Ian Joseph Mark McCulloch
Robert L. Nichelson Jr.
Rachael Kathryn Oswalt
Mark James Parry
Jennifer Pesant
Laila A. Qasim
Allyson Kaitlyn Reiland +
Sydney Robertson +
Samuel David Rothstein
Bethany Laine Scott +
Olivia Jane Smart
Shantel Mariah Springer
Lubna Haddad Stevens
Nicolette Rose Tartler
Nicole Alexis Vroman
Christianna Elina Winters
Mona Adlan Ziadeh +

MASTER OF ARTS TEACHING
Ciara Ann Adams
Kirsten Hannah Ayres
William Dewitt Belding
Chase B. Berlin
James D. Coffman
Samantha Jo Dietz
Katherine Phinn Eiswert
Michael James Falgione
Jordan Collette Freeburn
Seth Lyle Freedman
Sylvia Fuoss
Zachary Robert Huffman
Aleesha Marie Karmazin

Lauren Nicole Lavezoli
Tyler Metros
Jessica Lynn Miles
Paige McKenzie Morgan
Briann Moya
Heather Gray Pecon
Brenda Marie Pecora
Luke R. Ranalli
Lauryn Sacha
Gordon Louis Sapir
Quest Janae Sawyer
Stacey J. Spradlin-Brown
Harley Elizabeth Steiger
Angelo Verderame
Brenton M. Williams
Cheri Zewe

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Azizjon Akilov
Jamil Bawerjan Alkhaddo
Peter Michael Aloisio
Sophie Rose Bayat
Andrew Roy Best Jr.
Walter Ray Blank
Patrick William Brogan +
Easton Jaylen Brown
Thomas Daniel Caton
Victoria Chioto +
Leanna Marie Clarke +
Destiny Marie Cumberland
Jaycee Lynn Curtis
Jeremy M. Daugherty
Taylor Ann DeLorenzo +
Lance Dixon
Alyssa Ashley Evans
Michelle Ann Findlater +
Nathan Michael Findlay +
Emily Dawn Fisher
Andres Vicente Garcia
Anna Maria Glotzbach
Jennifer Bates Grabowski +
Alexandria H. Griffin +
Jeffrey Robert Harman
Samantha Lynn Haynes
Rachel Imhoff
Matthew Lambert +
Amanda Larkins
Deanna Jo Laughlin
Nicholas Levo III
Hannah Marie Lipniskis
Kennedy Miranda McPherson +
Nicolette Novak
Oseremen Anita Okodogbe +
Adam Andrew Ott
Kristina Paddyfote
Gulzar Rafiyeva
Yesmina Salib
Lisa Erin Schimizzi
Andrea D. Shepler
Alaina Marie Theys
Gina Marie Trunzo
Candace L. Wells +

Alana Katherine Buterbaugh +
Angela Marie Callihan +
Dillion Douglas Charlton +
Kelcie J. Christopher
Bethany Ann Circle +
Donald Francis Clemens III
Alison Mackenzie Colangelo
Breanna Dawn Collins +
Kelcie Marie Crabb
Ayesha Davis
Caroline Mary Deluliiis
Elizabeth Monica DelGreco
Isabella Marie Dias
Victoria Cesarina DiCenzo +
Marra Dawn DiMatteo
Emily Ann Dixon +
Molly Ann Elliott
Devin Anthony Foster +
Elizabeth Kathryn Foulkrod
Caroline Grace Frye
Haley Geyer
Lauren Elizabeth Giansante +
Amy Kay Godshall
Lauren Nicole Goodyear +
Jordan Estelle Goydich
Allie Grimm
Shantel Nichole Gubanish
Alexander James Guie +
Matthew Lee Harding
Elizabeth Anne Hartman
Danna Heh +
Emily Elizabeth Hillsman
Bruce Leonard Hilton +
Chase Brittany Hoobler
Emily Morgan Howell
Alexis Marie Hull
Margaret Augusta Irvine +
Colleen Jervis +
Scott William Kane +
Stephanie Nicole Katsifis

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Christina Marie Aluise
Jaelyn Ann Andrechak
Brooke Elizabeth Armstrong
Ruth Eliza August
Richard Bryan Baur Jr.
Kayla Marie Beatty +
Alyssa Beitsinger +
Caitlyn Wilkins Bixler +
Patrick Joseph Blackstone
Ronald Blandford III
Jennifer Bone
Cassie Muckenhirn Bosley
Kaelyn Marie Bradley
Angelia Elizabeth Brancheck
Katelyn Elizabeth Brendle
Amanda Lee Burgess

Alena Katherine Buterbaugh +
Angela Marie Callihan +
Dillion Douglas Charlton +
Kelcie J. Christopher
Bethany Ann Circle +
Donald Francis Clemens III
Alison Mackenzie Colangelo
Breanna Dawn Collins +
Kelcie Marie Crabb
Ayesha Davis
Caroline Mary Deluliiis
Elizabeth Monica DelGreco
Isabella Marie Dias
Victoria Cesarina DiCenzo +
Marra Dawn DiMatteo
Emily Ann Dixon +
Molly Ann Elliott
Devin Anthony Foster +
Elizabeth Kathryn Foulkrod
Caroline Grace Frye
Haley Geyer
Lauren Elizabeth Giansante +
Amy Kay Godshall
Lauren Nicole Goodyear +
Jordan Estelle Goydich
Allie Grimm
Shantel Nichole Gubanish
Alexander James Guie +
Matthew Lee Harding
Elizabeth Anne Hartman
Danna Heh +
Emily Elizabeth Hillsman
Bruce Leonard Hilton +
Chase Brittany Hoobler
Emily Morgan Howell
Alexis Marie Hull
Margaret Augusta Irvine +
Colleen Jervis +
Scott William Kane +
Stephanie Nicole Katsifis
Cassandra Kay Kemp
Brittany Nicole Ketterman
Jessica L. King +
Taylor Nicole Kortze
Carl Eric Kralik +
Victoria Rose Kunkel
Cala Nicole Lampel
Marion Danielle Laurion
Danielle Alison Leyrer +
Joshua David Maier
Alexander Jose Martinez
Brendan Lee McKown
Kenneth McLaughlin +
Danielle Elizabeth Melenyzer
Danyell Mendoza
Breanna Marie Merashoff
Carrie Lynn Merryman
Rebecca Leigh Mohney +
Nicholas Joseph Morrison
Jarod Morrison +
Jalynn L. Myers
Julie Ann Naylor
Tara Neal
Brittany Morgan Nelson +
Yuen Ying Ng
Linda Chinwendu Okeke
Lindsay Marie Olson
Kathryn Petrillo Olson +
Megan L. Pendleton
Sydney Elizabeth Poling +
Ashley Marie Porter
Katie Posey
Amanda Jane Raabe +
Courtney Noelle Hammaker Reider
Alyxis Renae Riffle +
Austin N. Riley +
Jeremy David Romesberg
Paige Eileen Schwass
Katelyn Leigh Shaffer +
Jessica Maureen Silbaugh
Victoria Gabrielle Simpson +
Kalyn Sines
Jessie Pollock Singley
Kira Nicole Smith +
Sarah Spadoni
Thomas Christopher Stanko +
Darren M. Stenger +
Victoria Lynn Stough
Emily Eileen Streich Martini
Kelsey Lynn Strelick +
Kirstin Elizabeth Stroh +
Brandi Faith Sumey +
Hannah Brooke Thomas +
Rebecca Rose Thompson +
Ashley Marie Tirado
Maholy Georgina Torres
Alexis Nicole Travers +
Tammy Lynn Traylor
Kaitlyn Ann Trunzo
Emily Elena Valentine
Emily Louella Wagner
Kayla Marie Walnosa +
Candice K. Weidmann
Kimberly Spencer Wendelschaefer +
Ashley Wentz
Jeanine Elizabeth Wilcox +
Stephanie August Williams +
Kylee Brooke Wisilosky
Karlie M. Wright +
Katelyn N. Wyler +
Kelly Ann Zajicek
Lucas Andrew Zampelli +

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
Amy Lynn Pernicano
Ricaldo Rivera Jr.
Stephanie Nicole Sipple
Mattie Sloneker +
Sean Twele
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Julianna Tamara Adelman +
Gregory Garrettson Allen +
Mikayla Desiree Anthony +
    Madison Badgley
    Melissa Lynn Baker
    Eric Eugene Barger
    Candice Renae Bean
    Beth Larissa Bearden
    Kyle Beaudoin +
    Shaye Lynn Beckett
    Patrick Shane Begley +
    Logan Dayvonne Bell
    Skylar Rose Bennett
Nancy Elizabeth Bickford
Jason Binning Kee Billie
    Avery R. Boea-Gisler
    Carleen Bogard +
    Jonte Lee Brown +
    Abigail Eva Ann Butler
    Laynie Tennessee Callo
    Emily Caitlyn Campbell +
Sante James Michael Carducci
    William Marlo Castro +
    Robert A. Chamberlain
Abigail Catherine Chambers +
    Lawrence David Ciptak +
    Jalen Michael Cloud +
    Elizabeth Ann Conroy +
    Hannah Marie Cook
    Cristobal Alexis Cruz
    Hannah Curtiss +
    Katrina Elizabeth David +
    Austin Dear
Madison Marie Distelrath +
Katelyn Marie Dougherty +
Mackenzie Taylor Englert
Teion Xavier Ensley-Ellerbe +
    Efuru Eugene
    Seth Benjamin Evans
    Joshua Enrique Felix +
    Richard A. Fitter
    Sebastian Flores +
    Alyssa Ann Fox +
    Divonne Franklin +
    Ryley Freiberg +
    Renee Catherine Fries +
    Spencer Grace Fuller +
    Gabriella Marie Furey +
    Amanda Claire Fuschetti +
    Dylan Shayne Geraty
    Gabrielle Celeste Giordano
    Nathan Thomas Godfrey
    Lindsay Renee Goller +
    Nicole Michelle Guido +
    MacKenzie Michelle Haladyna
    David Harris +
    Anthony Lazaro Cabrera Haskett +
    Alexa Hasman
    Ina Marie Helmick +
    Sabrina Lauren Herbert +
    Kacie Hershey +
    Hannah Jane Hess
    Sandra Elizabeth Hickey
    Leah Himmelberger
    Jantzen L. Hose
    Aaliyah Lynne Howell +
    Stefanie Nicole Jakela
    Dustin Jay +
    Kennedy Marie Johnston +
    Jared Joyce +
    Jabari Rayshawn Judkins +
    Rebecca Keim
    Kyle Kenneth Kolb +
    Samantha Rae Koss
    Ariel Marie Krakowsky +
    Jerod Daniel Langness
    Anthony LaRose V +
    Ashley Shannon Larrow-Roberts
    Philip Timothy Lee
    Kendra Lynn Lesh +
    Christopher Matthew Lisle Jr.
Hailey Marie Llewellyn
Tomaz Fonzar Marinelli
Vincenzo Nicola Mariscotti +
Ashley Marie Markham
Nico Charles Massucci +
Jennifer Lee Mauro
Richard Thomas McBee
Sinead Maire McCafferty +
Meghan Julia McConaghy +
Casey Leigh McFarland +
Hunter Gabrielle Mcgaughey +
Jade Christine McIlravey +
Ann Marie McKnight
Dean Andrew Mealey +
Morgan Lark Miller
Moriah Jordan Miller
Corey Verdell Miller +
Abby Lynn Moffit
Angela Sue Morales
Kavon Darius Mormon +
Hannah Nicole Mozingo
Nicole Kristine Naumann +
Emily Abigail Papurello
Franchesca Sue Parks
Sarah Richele Patillo +
Nicholas Lee Patterson
Bryce Allen Perkins +
Taylor Marie Petro +
Victoria Jean Pickford
Alexis Katelynn Prowker
Shirleah Noshon Gabrielle Ragin
Madison Blake Reed
Brittney Reed
Richard William Reinhart III
Sahar Reshad
Alyssa Marie Reyes +
Alexis Dominique Rhone
Samantha Noel Robinson +
Daniel Kenneth Robles +
Alexandra Rohlf
Jordon Richard Rooney
Katherine Eve Rotz +
Ben Rubert
Mackenzie Allison Russell
Katlyn Nicole Salaske
Julianne Elizabeth Sanner +
Yesenia Santiago-Jimenez
Alicia Lotti
Shane Michael Schmauder
Kelli Anna Schneider
Delaney Schooley
Brooke Alexandra Schottenheimer
Paige Marie Sfida
Mackenzie Louise Skobel
Stephanie L. Smith +
Michael David Staines
Daniel Robert Stoner
Adam Thimons
Mark William Thompson
Joseph G. Thurman
Christopher Keith Travis +
Britney D. Underwood
Taylor Nicole Vincent
Joanna Lynn Walker
Charles W. Warren
Emily Ashford Wash +
Elizabeth Anne Weber +
Mackenzi Christina Wellman
Dorothy Rose Wernick +
Kaitlyn Nicole Whipp
Katarina R. Wicher
Alexandra Williams
Kaitlyn Brooke Wilson
Rachel Ann Wilson +
Lauren Nicole Wingert +
Kara Anne Worrall +
Krista Lynn Wycinsky
Cheyanne Lynn Youse
Kathryn Zeiler +
Monica Elizabeth Zigment
Nicole Michele Zukowski
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Nicolette Sue Altemara
Danielle Abigail Beckford
Brandon Bolha
Leslie Corn Butler
Monique Carter +
James Edward Crouse
Jenna Dober
Danielle Lauren Dojcak
Jimmy Rebenito Estilloso
Stephanie A. Gottselig
Sheila Marie Hill +
Anne Tredway Labat
Chelsea Ann Maser +
Peter Potrykus
Samantha Alice Foulger Pulliam +
Amanda Ragsdale
Deborah L. Russell +
Allison Mary Ryan
Justin Tyler Short
Steven Samuel Sinclair
Mark Anthony Suba +
Seary Vue
Morgan Wagner +
Kara Renee Zortman

Inga Elizabeth Haglund +
Megan Marie Hedlund
Sadie Irene Huhn
Miracle Josiah Jackson
Cassidy Jordan
Robert Francis Kameka-Yearwood
Phillip Hunter Keib
Amanda Jane Kibe
Anna Elizabeth Lotze
Trang K. Luu
Courtney Marie Mackulin
Kelsey Brennan McKenna
Koryna Alice McKinney
Patricia Raven Montague
Raekelsha Shandel Moss
Lauren Elizabeth Parker
Sarah Gentry Read
Judith A. Slater
Destiny Chianne Swan
Vanessa Anne Szucs
Francesca Szymanski
Natalie Ruth Trainer
Alisha Nicole Trantham-Tittle
Kathryn Naomi Tubby +
Autumn L. Walsh
Taylor N. White

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Shelby Aiello
Francine Alberta Barone
Christopher John Barr +
Caitlyn Mallory Brinkley
Chandra Beth Chiado
Lori Ann Cramer
Michael Thomas DeAngelo +
Reagan Lindsay Fike-Rager
Kristyn Page Ford
Dantasia Unique Green
Kayla Marie Gulick
Kristina Marie Gustovich

PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTER'S

Emily Kathryn Antrim
Emma Bernardoni +
Keith C. Chmelar +
Sotiris Andreas Christodoulou +
Ashly Nicole DeFalco
Rachel Louise Hanna
Victoria Anne Hansen
Dana Dallas Hess
Heber Dodamin Pavon
Kevin Walter +
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Avery J. Abersold +
Ebtesam Mahmoud Abuawwad
Erica Faye Armel
Calista Ann Baluch
Audrey Nicole Barlow
Sarah L. Becker
Tyler Aubrey Berry +
Joshua R. Bogdan
Kristen Rady Bondi
Ashae Monique Boyd
Floyd Henry Brinkley
Ryan James Burbank
Lauren Elizabeth Butler
Ashley Marie Caccese +
Allison S. Call
Mason Alexander Calluso
Sarah Elizabeth Camp
Linden Reid Carbaugh
Suzanne Elizabeth Carbo +
Antjwon Carter
Amanda Caruso
Christopher Cameron Catalina
Matthew Austin Chase
Jessica Anne Clark
Khalil Jamilah Clendening
Matthew Jared Lee Conn
Faith Juanita Davis +
Shaolin Sequoyah Dean
Ronald Michael DeLouis
Siarra Renee DeMichele
Alexa Jade Demo
Stephen Ser’Taun Douglas
Rajah Olivia Fink
Emelito Malabanan Francisco Jr. +
Joseph Montana French
Rachael E. Gennaro +
Christopher John Paul Girardi
Tracy Diane Glover Stringer Glover +
Rachel Orlena Gokay
Thomas Hale Meyers ^
Kimberly Grace Hanlon
John Jeremiah Harper
Ryan McBride Harrison
Kristen Marie Hartz
Kimberly Elizabeth Hay +
Leah LaRue Hill
Justin Ryan Holcombe
Anna Lucy Howard
Zachary Glenn Hursh
Simyah Artese Jenkins
Jahki John
Kyleah Johnson
Gregory W. Johnson
Melissa Noelle Jones
Emma Elizabeth Thorpe Jones
Erica Justine Astle ^
Malike Aria Kea
Sara Khan
Lexus Marie Kiggins +
Amy Kisner
Nicholas Cuda Kobulnicky
Peter Everett Livengood
Danielle Rae Markham
Ian Anthony Materkowski
Finian Duffy Mazan
Ian James McCombie
Michael Paul McElhenny
Cole Keegan McGlumphy
Ray McIntosh +
Jennifer C. McMahon
Mark A. Meil
Ronald James Michaels
Hannah Lynn Michalowski
Josalyn Maree Miller
Trevon Tyler Millings
David Mitchell Mock
AbdulAtheem Muhammad Mujahid
Madison Murphy
Mustafa A. Noori
Karl Andrew Noyes
Bailee Elizabeth Nypaver
Natalie L. Palfrey
George A. Pappas
Anthony Parasiliti
Hayley Gabrielle Pauvlinch
Jessica Heather Perlstein
Anne Margaret Perunko
Riley Peters
Anthony R. Pierce
Sarah Elizabeth Ponce
Jenna Irene Pooler
Dagny Porter
Cassandra Renee Raley
David Allison Repine
Alexandra Rhone
Ashley Nicole Richard
Camden Curtis Ritter
Patrick Daniel Rogers
Angelo Anselmo Rotellini +
Alexandra Rease Royer
Charles Daniel Saliba
Selene Saliba
Elizabeth Claire Shaffer
Nicholas T. Sheriff
Haley Elizabeth Simmonds
Megan Skarns +
Jordan Briana Smith
Jordan Daniel Lee Spencer +
Rachel Sophia Staley
Daniel Patrick Stimson
Jed David Sullivan Jr. +
Naomi C. Terrell
Kennedy Monique Simone Thomas
Cierra Tibbs
Amy Tillery
McKenna C. Topper
Leah Elizabeth Trochcio
Andrea Vergnaud
Jessica Dawn Viszneki
Natalie Marie Vukson
Harleigh Brianne Wiesenbach
Jordan Ashli-Marie Williams
Mason Lee Williams
Taliyah Rose Willis
Emily Amanda-Faith Wilson
Kylee E. Wilt
Ivette Feliciano Wise
Madison Elizabeth Woods
Ouiam Fdilat-Khawaja ~

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Elizabeth Lynn Burgess

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Joshua M. Alexander
Emery Dane Anden IV
Udhay Singh Bal
Taylor Nicole Barr
Emily M. Bielawski
Alexia Rachel Bigenho
Stephen E. Bond
Alexandra M. Brooks
Kate Noelle Brown
Jacob A. Campbell
Victoria Caley Carnes
Randy Lee Carson
Tristen Leah Conaway
Karlie R. Cook
Edward Cottrill
Laxmi Dhungana
Alyssa Iyonna Emerson
Marissa Michelle Emerson
Michael A. Fortney
John Mark Franklin Jr.
Daniel E. Gibler
Riley Elizabeth Gloeckl
Brett William Glowacki
Sara Mabel Grzeczka +
Samuel David Helfrick
Luke S. Hitchen
Chelsea R. Howard
Gracie Marie Jobes
Beyoncé Feria Kelly
Nathan Kieffer
Simon Ferris Kusniar
Nelptune Jonathan Laguerre
Anastasia Bianca Lestina
Anthony Michael Manuel
Katlyn Elizabeth Massey
Arista Marie Matthews
Jacqueline Anne McKenna
Sylvia Habegger Morton
Kobe James Norfleet
Destinie JoEllen Olesko
Anthony Leo Priore
Faith Marie Provance
Alex M. Ray
Nathan Stephen Renz
Zachary Andrew Robaley
Nicholas Francesco Ruperto
Bailey S. Schock
Dylan Douglas Seaman
Anna Grace Sibert
Brody O’Neill Simmons
Jared Michael Smith
Jared Scott Taylor
Tamiya Nicole Thomas
Seth J. Thompson
Logan Nicholas Tremel
Heather B. Troisi
Tyler Marie Urquhart
Rachel Linn Urquhart
Jordyn Vandivner
Zach James Villa
Britney Marie Wilson
Charles James Wright
Hannah Sue Young
David Charles Zahnisser

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Mason Leigh Anderson
Alexa M. Baum
Emily Paige Bednar
Abigail E. Bender
Josie Louise Bittner
Evan Leon Blunkosky
Ryan J. Bompiani
Haden Charles Boutillier
Skyla Catherine Bradshaw
Julie Dolinda Brooks
Zachary Thomas Buch
Michaela Rae Burke
Rylie Elizabeth Campbell
Maura Alexis Castelluci
Mallory Cook
Mollie R. DeiCas
Noah M. Dillow
Kyleigh Madison Felio
Hunter D. Fullem
Victoria Michelle Gilpin
Mikayla Sue Golden
Chloe Mackenzie Hansen
Richard Anthony Houston
Zachary Glenn Hursh
Noah William Kendall
Samantha Jo Kerr
Jacob Dean Knutelsky
Morgan Kathleen Kulha
Devon Leigh Latchum
Sarah Lebo
Jaylese Marie Lombardi
Kelsey Nicole Lynn
Taylor Renee Maggert
Makenna Lyn Marino
Abigail Elizabeth McComb
Katie Bre McGough
Gabriel Dominic Miller
Makayla Fawn Munchinski
Zackary L. Pilarski
Emilia Rebecca Ramos
Abigail Nichole Raymond
Kristin Ann Rhodes
Mario Sciacca
Jenna Marie Stefanyszyn
Megan Elizabeth Sterner
Taylor Ann Stinebiser
Jordan Nichole Szedon
Samantha Leann Thompson
Madison Paige Tosi
Madison Elizabeth Tournay
Sydney Ellen Urbine
Allyson Nicole Vitez
Erika Taylor Vogel
Laura Grace Wainer
Matthew Logan White
Brenden Edward Wiatrak
Madison Nicole Younge
Jessica Elizabeth Zarlino

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Hadeil Khaled Abduldayem
Jaryn James Addis
Nyiah Cherie Alderman
Christian Robert Alexander
Haley Nicole Allen
Christopher Michael Alpi
Gavin John Anderson
Alex M. Andrechak
Justina M. Arena
Natalie Elise Arnold
Rachel Christy Arvelo
Aleena Marie Ayala-Minner
Stephanie Nicole Baer
Makaila Veronica Barker +
Avrey Renee Barnes
Taylor Nicole Barr
Amy S. Bastin
Emily Helena Baum
Olivia Paige Beach
Frank Joseph Bedekovich III
Riley A. Bell

Jordan McKenzie Benka
Josh Clark Bennett
Douglas Brandon Berkley
Andrew Dean Bissell
Michael Ray Black
Delora L. Bloom
Brian R. Bober Jr.
Colby Nathaniel Braughler
Rebecca Lynn Briggs
Emily Ann Brown
William Arthur Brown III
Averly Massa Browne +
Michael J. Brozinski +
Madilyn Grace Bryner
Kolin Brent Buckley
Nicholas H. Bulik
Melissa Bundash
Kailee Farr Bunyard
Kaylin Reed Burkey
Kaelyn Elizabeth Buskey
Benjamin Caldwell Jr.
Benjamin Joel Callaway
Jadon Isaac Carlson
Mackenzie Marie Carson
Christian Lee Carter
Lenore Elizabeth Clawson
Niklas Scott Clifford
Demarius Orlando Cobb
Melissa Lynn Colchagie
Nicole Renee Coldren
Jack Cameron Colecchi
Filipe De Souza Conceicao
Jennifer Edith Pearl Condon
Chase Kazmer Conrad
Chris Abraham Crafford
Alyssa J. Craig
Gabrielle Alyssa Crawford
Theodore M. Crescenzi
Cameron Cruse
Juliana Lynne Cruz
Johnathan Frank Culhane
Alexis Leigh Cunningham
Weston Stirling Darrow
Bria Yvonne Davis
Hayley Ann Davis
Ethan J. Davis
Jasmine Lynette Davis
Shane D. Deacon
Kiersten Nicole Dennison
Nicholas DiGiorgio
Sean Edward Dixon
Kayla Michelle Dohrman
Alexandra K. Dorcon
Myshalle Lyne Dorsett
Daniel Christopher Dougherty
Evan Nicholas Dreucci
Brooke L. Duda
Evan A. Dykes
Cheyenne Elizabeth Dziak
Adam Lloyd Dzubak Jr.
Dylan James Eakin
Kaitlyn Easter
Jennifer Lynn Eberhardt
Jenna Rose Eberly
Haley Iris Edwards
Edward H. Eiter III
Elisabeth Meghan Kelley Engle
Benjamin P. Etling
Robert Eugene Brown III ^
Matthew Alan Evans
Morgan Rae Faller
McKenzie Rae Faure
Bradford Ross Fenell
Bruce Allen Fenell
Alexandra Fernandez
Kira Hanyi Figgins
Mijoia Faith Finley
Ciera Jade Flickinger +
Juria Elise Flournoy
Destiny Flowers
Ryan Tomas Frankenberry
Darcie Ann Frazier
Maria Chiodo Friedman
Dillon J. Fuller
Emma Elizabeth Fusselman
Brianna J. Galardini +
Olivia Isabella Galarza
Andrew John Gales
Anna Corinne Gamboa
Alexander Frank Gamrat
Adolph Cavazos Garcia jr.
Angela R. Gasper
Delaney Madison Girvin +
Sarah Lorraine Good
Keyonna Grandy
Hannah Nicole Gray
Casey Lorraine Grealish
Caile Greco
Kayla Louise-Lynn Grey
Garrett Michael Grimaldi
David A. Guest
Hunter Dayton Haggett
Alexis Marie Hahn
Payton Alyssa Hall
Patrick A. Hanshaw
Kenneth Matthew Harris
Rachel I. Haywood
Maxwell Francis Henney
Levi Colton Henry
Maxwell Nicholas Herko
Halle R. Herrington
James David Heyl
Tayah Simone Hill +
Kira Grace Hillhouse
Jordan Elizabeth Himes
Eva Josephine Hoetzlein-Sirman
Seth Anthony Hofercker
Scott C. Holbert J.D.
Christina June Holstine
Christopher J. Hooten +
Jade Rylann Hornbaker
Distint Howie
Adela Rosalyn Howsare-Palacios
Rebecca May Hristov
Joshua James Hughes
Katherine Diane Hummel
Kyle Nicholas Hunderfund
Hannah Jane Hustava
Jack E. Hutchinson
Rashai D. Jackson
JaQuae Samuel Jackson
Nehemiah D. Jackson
Mason Ryan Jobe
Anai’Ya Al’Zanae Jones
Jefferson Lamar Jones Jr.
Seth Alan Jurczak
Kristopher K. Lytle
William Paul Karwatske IV
Kerry Ann Katz
Rachel Kennedy
Gabrielle Anne Kerr
Maliha Noor Khan
Ryleigh Ann Kicielinski
Grace Olivia Kimmel
Delana Marie Kirwan
Jenna Lorraine Kline
Dakota June Knott
Alex Matthew Koenigsberg
Alexa Rae Kozel
Derrica Ann Kuhns
Madison Rose Kuis
Christina Marie Lacock
Zachary R. Lacombe
Jesse Elmer Lall
Alyssa Josephine Denise Lambert-Alonso
Sanatan Lamichhane
Deitrich Judy Larkins
Kayla Jo Latoza
David Ryan Lee
Maria Elizabeth Lewis
James Marion Lilly
Troy Joseph Lincavage
Bryce Hunter Lincoski
Avery Oscar Lipscomb
Peter Everett Livengood
Ellen Sue Lobdell
Matthew D. Lovre
Ethan Reid Lovy
Zach Joseph Lowe
Ciara D. Loyd
Hailey Marie Lucas
Brittany Lutska
Kayla Joy Lyndon
Haley Nicole Lyons
Madison T. Maccleary
Christina Chauniece Machi
Cassandra M. Maglas
Olivia Romano Mancini
Isabella Marie Farmer
Zahqui McCelleis
Hannah Elizabeth Mcintosh
Michael McKitrick
Caitlin Fantasia McLaughlin
Quinn Patrick McMahon
Matthew Walker McMillan
Kaylie Renee Melnick
Wren Anastasia Melonja
Claire Constance Mercurio
Noah A. Meyers
Mudaser Mia
Shannon Leigh Milius
Hunter Matthew Milligan
Madeline Pearl Minsinger
Steven George Mitchell
Tatianna Yone Mitzel
Ian M. Mizerak
Akira O. Mobley
David Mitchell Mock
Walter Molishus III
Matthew Robert Morgan
Brian R. Morris
Christian Michael Morrison
Christina Daria Motichak
Peyton Charles Mough
Ethan James Moyer
Julian Edward Muccioli
Destiny Alexas Muhammad
Justin Naser
Daniel Nash
Lauren Nicole Bailey ~
Noelle Elizabeth Nieves
Ashley Dawn Nyman
Temidayo Olusola Olujuyigbe +
Rachel Lee O’Neil +
Madison Christine Orr
Andrew Jason Pargan
Nathanael Lawrence Pecor +
Demetrious Peoples Jr.
Brandon Jerome Petersen
Alec Joshua Petika
Domenica Jo Phillips
Samantha Lee Phillips
Anthony David Picozzi
Robert Michael Pitoniak
Christopher Allen Pohill Jr.
Anissa Polega
Rachel Lynn Polk
Noah Davidson Proctor
Roth Rainer Quednau
Mason Ramsburg
Madison Denae Raviart
Caitlyn Atin Razo
Michael John Reidenbaugh
Kevin Robert Reisch
Kayla R. Rhody
Micaela Abrianna Ricco
Zachary Dominic Rice
Kimberly Marie Rivas +
Nicholas Earl Roberts
Thomas James Roberts
Alana Rose Robinson
Colby James Rockacy
Corey William Rodgers
Kristofer L. Rummel
Roshini Sai Priya Sanakkayala
Miranda Elisabeth Sanchez Frank
Dalton Sanford
Breal Marie Savage
Jennifer Sayre
Grace Scales
Michael Alexander Schaal
Emily R. Schaible
Robert Lee Schnader
Alexander Lewis Schultheis
Kaitlyn Rae Schultz
Luca Davide Sciuilli
Dominique Jordann Scott
Emaleigh Ann Scott
Kitana L. Seals
Matthew Sam Seibel
Olivia Paige Sellers
Nicolas Rafaelle Serafino
Ryan Shaner
Alexis Brooke Shippey
Jacob William Sholtis
Noah Nicola-James Silva
Adrian Lamar Sims Jr.
Brianna L. Skalican
Tucker Matthew Skerbetz
Chloe Maria Skerkoski
Jubilee F. Skopp
Megan Elizabeth Smerdel
Madison Taylor Smith
June Fawn Smith
Jacob Steven Smithula
David Spencer Spindel
Benjamin J. Spitz
Erica Nicole Stanko
Nathan E. Statler
Alana Rene Steinmetz
Natalie Stere
Terry Isaiah Stewart +
Kain Michael Stone +
Rebecca Grace Stonko
Christopher Robert Straka
Quintasia X. Streeter
Jake William Streussnig
Daniel Barrett Sturchak
Aaron William Sukitch
Angelina M. Sustayta
Jonas George Gichner Svenson
Samantha E. Taylor
Vincenzo Michael Teahan
Kayleigh Rae Teets
Kaila A. Teets
Thomas Michael Terhune
Dejah Monet Terrell
Aubrey Lynne Thiec
Jonathan Andrew Tidball
Luke J. Tingley
Megan Victoria Tipton
Alexandra K. Tofanelli
Jacob Richard Treichler
Parker Michael Trempus
Samantha Marie Trgovic
Leah Elizabeth Trocchio
Scott Allen Trunzo Jr.
Brenda Aleeya Rashae Turner
Santino John Tutich +
Isabella Van De Ryt
Jessica Nicole Vogel
DeAisa Shawntyana Wade
Sainiana Cola Isabella Waqanivalu +
Christian Dale Ward
Brian Wells
Layla Alexis Welsch
Taylor John Wheeler
Kane Michael Wible
Mazie Rose Willard
Ian Christopher Williams
Timothy A. Williamson
Wade Jameson Wolfgang
Tristen K. Wood
Madison Elizabeth Woods
Ryan Anthony Workman
Alexis D. Wright
Dawson John Wright
Andrew Paul Wrublesky
Israel X. Watson ^
Abigail Brooke Yardley
Morgan Marie Yocabet
Tatyana Danielle Young
Brittany Marie Young
Dalton Spencer Yourich +
Ethan Marec Zabelsky
Lily Beth Zacherl
Stephen John Zacoi
Kevin B. Zarrin-Kelkya
Christopher Michael Zebley
Joseph Christopher Zellin
Alexis Renee Zosky
Ashley Elizabeth Zosky
Aliyah Rotharmel ~

**BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK**
Avery Morgan Burt
Simone Karissa Dobosh
Skylar Lynne Domonkos
Bimala Gurung
Samantha Jo Kubitza
Sebastian Dylan Lauver
Betty Nicole Savage
Owen Thomas Wehner

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING**
Linnie Kristin Baierbach
Sarah Basher
Ailigayle Emily Bruce
Wesley G. Carnes
Nicole L. Carson
Chelsea M. Coughenour
Elizabeth Rebekah Dantonio
Danka DiMichele
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Cayla Boller
Dylan Michael Borne
Kelsie Lavonne Butler
Sydney Rae Frankert
Steven B. Hayes
Eric James Hovis
Allison Michelle Kinzer
Tyler Sharvin Kuhn
Mary Catherine Nagy
Karissa Noel Reichard
Layna Reinhart
Lindsey Renee Rhoads
Corey Scott Schafer

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Alex Stephen Bell +
Katherine Diane Hummel
Shandon Allen Jordan Jelks
Jill Ann Lanxner

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Mina Emad Amin Jr.
Bryanna Nichol Bakos
Adam Robert Borsodi +
Ciera Elise Broam
William Arthur Brown III

James Michael Shook
Erin Camilla Steele
Jael Stetzik
MiLacee Elizabeth Sumpter +
Sumitra Timsina

Brittany Cameron
Paige Marie Costa +
Kayla Lynn Davies
Collin Hunter Dietrich
Jessica Alexandra Guerrieri +
Ronald Wayne Holma
Katherine Diane Hummel
Lucas Martin Kaufman
Allison Daniele Kessler
Alexa Rae Kozel
Dennis E. LaCoste Jr.
Berra Renee Larkin
Avery Oscar Lipscomb
Olaine Lopez +
Kaitlyn Faith Lusk +
Madison Nicole Mikesic +
Kristen Nicole Petrucci
Chelsey Danielle Rose
Emily Raye Sanders
Nicole Ashley Shatzer
Daneasha Josephine Talbot
Audra Renee Thompson +
Taryn LynAnne Ward +
Timothy A. Williamson
Caleb Michael Yoder
Ian J. Zimmerman

Appearance of a name in this program is presumptive evidence of graduation. However, the list of graduates included in the program is not intended to be used as an official indication of graduation. The official transcript, issued by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sealed and signed by the proper authorities, is conclusive testimony to the possession of a degree.
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ALMA MATER

California, alma mater
Now we sing to thee
California, dear forever
In our memory.
With our voices loudly ringing,
Of thy fame we're ever singing.
California, alma mater;
Hail! All hail to thee.

For the friends and joys you gave us,
We give thanks to thee
All thy knowledge we'll make worthy
For Posterity.
May thy reign be ever prosperous
And thy name forever glorious.
California, alma mater;
Hail! All hail to thee.
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